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Abstract

Lattice structures are regarded as excellent candidates for use in lightweight energy absorbing applications, such as

crash protection. In this paper we investigate the crushing behaviour, mechanical properties and energy absorption

of lattices made by an additive manufacturing (AM) process. Two types of lattice were examined; body-centred-cubic

(BCC) and a reinforced variant called BCCz . The lattices were subject to compressive loads in two orthogonal directions,

allowing an assessment of their mechanical anisotropy to be made. We also examined functionally graded versions of

these lattices, which featured a density gradient along one direction. The graded structures exhibited distinct crushing

behaviour, with a sequential collapse of cellular layers preceding full densification. For the BCCz lattice, the graded

structures were able to absorb around 114% more energy per unit volume than their non-graded counterparts before

full densification, 1371 ± 9 kJ/m3 vs. 640 ± 10 kJ/m3. This highlights the strong potential for functionally graded lattices

to be used in energy absorbing applications. Finally, we determined several of the Gibson-Ashby coefficients relating

the mechanical properties of lattice structures to their density; these are crucial in establishing the constitutive models

required for effective lattice design. These results improve the current understanding of AM lattices, and will enable the

design of sophisticated, functional, lightweight components in the future.
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Introduction

Porous metal foams and, more recently, regularly repeating

lattices, have been investigated for use in applications

including structural lightweighting, thermal transfer, and

impact and blast protection.1–7 Additive manufacturing

(AM) now provides a means to produce lattices with almost

complete geometric freedom, and with a level of control

over the volume fraction and repeating cell size which is

unachievable for foams. Also, through the range of AM

processes available, these structures can be made in a wide

range of materials, including polymers and metal alloys, and

at a range of length scales from sub-millimeter to several

meters.

This makes AM an attractive route to a new generation of

lightweight functional components that incorporate lattices

based on multi-objective topology optimisation (MTO).8–11

Latticed AM components designed in this way will be

material-efficient and will offer superior functionality over

those they replace; an optimised component can benefit from

enhanced convective cooling thanks to the large surface area

of an embedded lattice,12,13 and the same lattice can absorb

the impact energy of a projectile, for example in protection

equipment such as armour.14,15

For a combined lattice and MTO design approach to

be used effectively, it must incorporate constitutive models

relating the distribution of the lattice material and the

resulting physical performance. These models must be

informed, and validated, by experiment. The purpose of the

research laid out here is to gain insight into the performance

of two variants of AM lattice, body-centred-cubic (BCC)
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and z-reinforced body-centred-cubic (BCCz), and assess this

with the pre-existing models of Gibson and Ashby.1

Our investigation also includes lattice structures featuring

a density gradient. These graded structures are representative

of those we can expect from a combined lattice and MTO

design approach, where spatially varying material properties

are required. Understanding the deformation and energy

absorption processes of these graded structures, and how

they compare to those of non-graded lattices, provides the

main motivation for this work and will inform the future

design process for lightweight functionally graded parts.

Previous investigations of graded density cellular struc-

tures have focussed mainly on graded foams16–20 and honey-

combs.21,22 Brothers and Dunand17 compared the mechani-

cal properties of graded density aluminium foam with those

of a foam of uniform density. They showed that the graded

foam exhibited a plateau stress which rose smoothly with

increasing strain, which they took to be consistent with the

progressive deformation of low- to high-density regions.

This was in comparison to the near constant plateau stress

of the non-graded foam. In a novel investigation of func-

tionally graded Polylactide (PLA) foams, Mosanenzadeh et

al23 examined the acoustic absorption capability of foams

with various cell sizes and distributions, showing that graded

foams can significantly outperform uniform foams in terms

of their average and maximum absorption coefficients. In

another relevant study, van Grunsven et al24 examined a

graded density Ti6Al-4V lattice structure made by electron

beam melting (EBM). Van Grunsven et al24 suggested that

the progressive deformation and collapse of increasingly

dense layers could be useful in applications such as surgical

implants and could offer protection from dynamic loads.

In this paper, we build on previous investigations into

graded structures by examining video recordings of their

deformation, and correlating the collapse processes with

features in the stress-strain curves. We compare the energy

absorption of graded and non-graded lattices, and provide the

energy absorption per unit volume up to densification, WVD
,

which can be a key criterion in the selection of a lattice for a

given impact protection application. Lastly, through the use

of the Gibson-Ashby relationships, we empirically determine

several parameters for BCC and BCCz lattices that enable

informed decisions about their density to be made in future

designs.

The Gibson-Ashby model of lattice deformation

Gibson and Ashby et al1,2 examined the properties of cellular

solids extensively, and provided a series of equations relating

their design (principally their relative density, ρ∗) to their

physical properties. Those relationships relevant to this work

are reproduced in equations 1a-1c, while the associated

nomenclature, used throughout this paper, is provided in

table 1.

Conventional uniformly dense open-cell foams and

lattices are known to undergo compressive deformation in

three successive stages. The first is a linear elastic region,

where the modulus, Elatt., is roughly proportional to the

square of the relative density, as given in equation 1a. If the

cell walls are composed of an elastic-plastic material, the

structure will develop plastic hinges, and the next regime

will be a long plateau at constant stress, σpl. latt.. σpl. latt.

is known as the plastic collapse strength or plateau stress,

and is related to the relative density by equation 1b. It is this

long plastic plateau that makes lattices particularly attractive

for the purpose of impact protection, as it contributes

the majority of the energy absorption under compressive

loading. Also, as σpl. latt. is directly controllable through

equation 1b, the plateau stress can be chosen to be just below

that which would cause damage to the protected object, thus

providing maximal energy absorption whilst protection is

maintained. Finally, the structure will enter the densification

regime, where the individual cell walls or struts come into

contact with one another and provide a drastically increased

stiffness. This occurs at the densification strain, εD, which

is given in equation 1c. For the prefactors C1 and C5 in

equations 1a and 1b, the range of values given by Gibson and

Ashby et al1,2 are 0.1 - 4.0 and 0.25 - 0.35, respectively, while

the exponents n and m are ∼ 2 and ∼ 3/2, respectively.

Regarding equation 1c, the value of α varies between 1.4 and

2.0.1,2

Elatt.

Esol.

= C1

(

ρlatt.
ρsol.

)n

, (1a)

σpl. latt.

σys sol.
= C5

(

ρlatt.
ρsol.

)m

, (1b)

εD =1− α

(

ρlatt.
ρsol.

)

. (1c)

It is clear from equations 1a, 1b and 1c that the prefactors

C1, C5 and α play a significant role in determining the

mechanical properties and deformation behaviour of lattice

structures. For applications demanding high modulus, high

strength and a long plastic plateau for the purpose of energy

absorption, it is preferable for C1 and C5 to take larger values

and for α to take a low value. In practice, these values, and

the exponents n and m, will be determined by the physical

properties of the structure; it will therefore be the task of the
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Table 1. Physical and mechanical properties used in the description of lattices under compression.

Notation Physical or mechanical property

ρlatt. Density of the lattice

ρsol. Density of the material constituting the lattice struts or walls

ρ∗ Relative density of the lattice, equal to ρlatt./ρsol.

Elatt. Elastic modulus of the lattice

Esol. Elastic modulus of the lattice material

E∗ Relative elastic modulus of the lattice, equal to Elatt./Esol.

σlatt. Effective stress of the lattice structure

σpl. latt. Plastic collapse strength, or plateau stress, of the lattice

σy sol. Yield strength of the lattice material

σ∗ Relative collapse strength of the lattice, equal to σpl. latt./σy sol.

εlatt. Effective strain of the lattice structure

εpl. latt. Lattice strain at plastic collapse

εD Densification strain of the lattice

WV Energy absorbed per unit volume by the lattice under deformation

WVD
Total energy absorbed per unit volume by the lattice up to densification

designer of the latticed component, using information such

as will be provided in this paper, to select the appropriate

lattice type and material to meet the requirements of the

target application.

Experimental details

Specimen fabrication

A series of BCC and BCCz lattice test specimens were

designed with dimensions 30× 30× 30 mm. The lattice

cells were 5× 5× 5 mm, meaning the structures each

contained a 6× 6× 6 arrangement of cells. This can be

seen in the CAD representations of the structures shown

in figure 1(b). The cylindrical cellular struts comprising the

lattices were assigned thicknesses corresponding to relative

densities, or volume fractions, of 0.19. The strut thicknesses

for the BCC and BCCz cells were approximately 1.2 mm

and 1.1 mm, respectively, with the latter being thinner

because more of them, the additional vertical reinforcing

struts, contribute to the mass of the cell. For the graded

density lattices, the six layers in the xy plane were each

assigned a different relative density, corresponding to a linear

decrease from 0.263 at the base to 0.117 at the top. The

average of these densities was 0.19, thereby allowing the

graded and non-graded structures to be compared on an equal

mass basis. Note that throughout this paper the z direction

will refer to the direction in which the specimens were

manufactured, with ‘bases’ and ‘tops’ indicating the layers at

the beginning and end of the selective laser sintering (SLS)

process, respectively.

The specimens were manufactured by SLS on an EOS

P100 machine from polyamide PA 2200 (nylon 12). The

relevant SLS processing parameters are provided in table 2.

Photographs of the graded density structures are shown in

BCC lattice BCC  latticez

uniform 

density

graded 

density

(cross-section view)

in
creasin

g
 d

en
sity

in
creasin

g
 d

en
sity

5 mm

30 mm
y

BCC 

unit cell

BCC  

unit cell
z(a)

(b)

(cross-section view)

Figure 1. CAD models of the BCC and BCCz unit cells (a) and

lattice structures (b). For the lattices in (b), both the uniform

density (top) and graded density (bottom) instances are shown.

figure 2, where the relative densities, ρ∗, of each layer are

also provided.
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Table 2. SLS parameters used in the production of the BCC

and BCCz lattice structures.

SLS parameter

Laser power 21 W

Laser scan speed 2500 mm s−1

Laser hatch spacing 250 µm

Powder bed temperature 173 ◦C

Powder deposition thickness 100 µm

layer

(n)

relative 

density

( *)

3

5

6

4

1

2

0.215

0.141

0.117

0.165

0.263

0.239}mean 

0.19

BCC 

graded density 

lattice

BCC  

graded density 

lattice

z

Figure 2. BCC (left) and BCCz (right) graded lattice structures.

The layer numbers and associated relative densities of each

layer are provided.

Mechanical testing

Mechanical testing of the lattice specimens was carried out

using an Instron 5966 universal testing machine equipped

with a 10 kN load cell. The compressive loads were applied

at a rate of 0.25 mm s−1, and a video camera was used

to monitor the deformation of the lattice structures during

the tests. The relatively slow compression rate was selected

to ensure that structural and cellular deformation was

recorded in adequate detail by the video camera. Individual

frames were extracted from the deformation videos and are

presented in the next section to illustrate the mechanisms of

progressive collapse in the structures.

The uniform density lattice specimens were subject to

compression in the z and x directions (see figure 1) to

examine the mechanical anisotropy of BCC and BCCz lattice

types. The graded density lattices were tested in the direction

of their grading only, i.e. the z direction, in order to provide

a comparison between the performance of graded and non-

graded structures.

Results and discussion

Before the lattice deformation and stress-strain data

are presented, some additional nomenclature must be

established. Figures 3, 4, and 6 refer to ‘lattice strain’ or

include εlatt. as an axis label. These are the same property

and are simply the effective total strain experienced by the

lattice structure, i.e. as if it were a uniform 30× 30× 30 mm

specimen of arbitrary material. It is important to clarify this

point so as to avoid confusion with the strains in individual

cellular struts. Likewise, σlatt. is the effective stress of the

whole structure, and does not refer to actual stress in the

struts. This is the conventional way that lattice and foam

structures have been analysed since the early work of Gibson

and Ashby,1 and allows straightforward identification of

the key features of foam and lattice compression; initial

elasticity, plastic plateau and densification.

Uniform density lattice structures

Figure 3 provides video frames from the compression of

BCC and BCCz lattices at several levels of lattice strain:

εlatt. = 0%, 15%, 30%, 45% and 60%. The deformation

processes of both structure types were quite similar. From

the lateral view afforded to the video camera they showed

fairly uniform compression across the zx plane.

The stress-strain curves in figure 4 elucidate the BCC and

BCCz lattice deformation processes. The structures exhibit

linear elastic behaviour at low strain, with the gradients

of the stress-strain curves in these regions providing the

lattice moduli, Elatt.. The linearity terminates at the plastic

collapse, which has an associated strain, εpl. latt., and

strength, σpl. latt.. Following plastic collapse are long plastic

plateaux, which extend up to the densification strain, εD.

The determined values of the parameters discussed above

are provided in tables 3 and 5. εD were determined using

the energy efficiency method outlined by Miltz and Ramon25

and Li et al.26

The BCCz lattices, with their additional cellular rein-

forcing struts in the z direction, provided higher modulus

and plastic collapse strength than the BCC lattices. Their

modulus and plastic collapse strength were around 220%

and 41% larger, respectively, than those of the BCC lattice

when the compressive load was applied in the z direction.

Conversely, when the load was applied perpendicularly to

the reinforcing struts, in the x direction, the modulus of

the BCCz structures was reduced to slightly below that of

the BCC, and the plastic collapse strength was significantly

diminished. The direction of the applied compressive load

was seen to have little effect on the mechanical properties of

the BCC lattice; this is evident in figure 4(a) where the stress-

strain curves corresponding to z and x loading are almost

indistinguishable. This mechanical isotropy in the z and x

loading directions was to be expected because of the planar

symmetry of the BCC cells in the xy, yz and zx planes. This

symmetry is absent for the BCCz cells.

The compressive modulus and yield strength of the lattice

strut material (PA 2200) were found by Ngim et al27 to be

741 MPa and 55 MPa, respectively; these constitute Esol.

and σys sol. of the Gibson-Ashby scaling relations given in
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BCC 
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Lattice strain 0� 1�� 30� 4�� 60�

BCC  
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}
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Figure 3. Frames from the video capture of BCC and BCCz lattices under compression. ‘Plastic plateau’ and ‘densification’ refer to

characteristic features observed in the stress-strain behaviour of the structures - see figure 4.

Figure 4. Compressive stress-strain curves of the BCC (a) and BCCz (b) lattice structures. The numbers 6, 5, 4, 3 indicate the

collapse of lattice layers of the graded structures (see figure 2). The notation (1) and (2) in the legend refers to two samples of the

same type, i.e. repeat tests.

Table 3. Mechanical properties (elastic modulus, plastic collapse strength and strain at plastic collapse) for BCC and BCCz lattice

structures loaded in their z and x directions.

BCC BCCz

z axis
loading

x axis
loading

z axis
loading

x axis
loading

Elatt. (MPa) 11.8± 0.3 12.6± 0.4 37.54± 0.08 11.1± 0.2
E∗

× 10−3 15.9± 0.4 17.0± 0.5 50.7± 0.1 15.0± 0.3

σpl. latt. (MPa) 0.92± 0.01 0.97± 0.04 1.30± 0.01 0.806± 0.007
σ∗

× 10−3 16.7± 0.2 17.6± 0.7 23.6± 0.2 14.7± 0.1

εpl. latt. (%) 8.25± 0.01 8.19± 0.07 4.15± 0.09 7.82± 0.08

equations 1a and 1b. Using these to normalise the values of

Elatt. and σpl. latt. determined in this work yields the relative

lattice properties E∗ and σ∗, which are provided in table 3.

From these, and the relative density of the lattices, which

is 0.19, we can estimate the Gibson-Ashby coefficients C1,

Prepared using sagej.cls
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Table 4. Gibson-Ashby coefficients for BCC and BCCz lattice

structures loaded in their build direction (along the z axis).

BCC BCCz

C1 0.44± 0.01 1.404± 0.003
C5 0.202± 0.002 0.285± 0.002
α 2.449± 0.002 2.87± 0.04

C5 and α of equations 1a, 1b and 1c, assuming n = 2 and

m = 3/2 . These are provided in table 4.

For both BCC and BCCz lattice types, the determined

values of C1 lie in the range of 0.1 - 4.0 previously

given by Gibson and Ashby.2 For the prefactor C5, only

the value determined for the BCCz lattice conforms to

Gibson and Ashby’s2 range of 0.25 - 0.35. The value

of C5 for the BCC lattice was lower, at 0.202± 0.002,

meaning that the plateaux strengths were slightly lower than

might be predicted by Gibson and Ashby’s σ∗
= C5 ρ∗3/2

relationship.1 However, it must be acknowledged that while

the exponent m = 3/2 was used here, it too is known to

vary from one lattice or foam type to another, perhaps taking

values up to 2. Similarly, the determined values of α for both

lattice types lie above the range of 1.4 - 2.0 given by Gibson

and Ashby,2 meaning that the densification strains observed

here are lower than might be predicted. An investigation

including a range of lattice structures of varying density

could explicitly determine C1, C5, n, m and α for a given

lattice type and material, but this is beyond the remit of this

paper.

Graded density lattice structures

The deformation processes of the graded density BCC and

BCCz lattice structures are illustrated in figure 5, which

shows a series of video frames from the compressive tests.

For both lattice cell types the deformation processes are

similar. Beginning with the lowest density layers at the tops

of the structures, the lattices deform in a sequence of layer

collapses, each with its own linear elastic region, plastic

collapse and short plastic plateau. These are evident in the

stress-strain curves of figure 4.

For the graded BCC and BCCz lattices, the collapse of

the first four layers (those denoted n = 6, 5, 4 and 3 in figure

2) are easily identified in the compression video frames and

are distinct in the stress-strain curves. However, the collapse

of the final two layers (n = 2 and 1 in figure 2) are more

difficult to resolve. The corresponding stress-strain curves

for the graded lattices suggest this is because the collapse

of the final layers occurs just shortly before, or concurrently

with, the onset of global densification; therefore, many of the

neighbouring cellular struts in the lattice are in direct contact,

leading to significantly increased stiffness which obscures

the collapse of layers 2 and 1.

Energy absorption

The cumulative energy absorption per unit volume, WV , of

the lattice structures under compressive deformation were

calculated by numerically integrating the stress-strain curves.

These are provided in figure 6 for both the BCC and BCCz

lattices. The total energies per unit volume absorbed by the

lattices up to densification were calculated and are presented,

along with the densification strains for each structure, in table

5.

The WV behaviour of the non-graded BCC lattices

in figure 6(a) show long linear regions that are directly

proportional to the lattice strain. These correspond to the

plastic plateaux seen in the stress-strain behaviour and so

extend from the plastic collapse point, at around 8% strain,

up to densification, at around 53% strain. After densification,

WV exhibit turning points to steeper gradients; this can be

attributed to the much increased structural stiffness after this

point. As observed previously in the stress-strain curves,

there was very little difference in the WV curves of the BCC

structures loaded parallel and perpendicular to their build

direction (the z direction). The total energies absorbed up

to densification for these conditions were 529± 6 kJ/m3 and

570± 10 kJ/m3, respectively.

In contrast to the non-graded BCC lattices, the graded

structures exhibited non-linear WV behaviour, in which WV

were roughly proportional to εlatt.
3. They absorbed much

less energy per unit volume than the non-graded structures

at low strain, during the successive collapse of the weaker,

low density, cells, but this increased rapidly so that at around

52% strain the energy absorbed by graded and non-graded

structures was equal. This difference in WV behaviour, and

the higher densification strain for graded structures, led to

the graded lattice structures absorbing more energy before

full densification. They absorbed 940± 50 kJ/m3, which is

(80± 10)% more than the non-graded structures.

Very similar behaviour was observed for the energy

absorption of the BCCz lattices, as shown in figure 6(b).

The non-graded structures showed linear dependence of WV

on the strain and, as in the stress-strain curves, there was

reduced performance, i.e. lower energy absorption, when

the BCCz lattices were loaded perpendicularly to their

reinforced direction. Even though the densification strain of

the perpendicularly loaded structures was higher than those

loaded in the reinforced direction, their energy absorption

at densification was around 24% lower. The graded BCCz

structures also absorbed more energy up to densification

Prepared using sagej.cls
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Figure 5. Frames from the videos of a graded density BCC lattice (a) and BCCz lattice (b) under compression. Arrows indicate the

collapse of successive layers.

Figure 6. Cumulative energy absorption per unit volume for the BCC (a) and BCCz (b) lattice structures under compressive

loading. The notation (1) and (2) in the legend refers to two samples of the same type, i.e. repeat tests.

than the non-graded structures, 1371± 9 kJ/m3 vs. 640± 10

kJ/m3. This represents a (114± 4)% improvement in energy

absorption, larger than the 80% seen for the BCC lattices. As

for the BCC graded structures, the graded BCCz structures

exhibited WV behaviour that was roughly proportional to

εlatt.
3.

Figure 7 provides an alternative representation of energy

absorption in the examined lattice structures. The cumulative

energy per unit volume is normalised with the elastic

modulus of the lattice strut material, Esol., and this is

plotted against the stress, also normalised with Esol..

This representation was used by Gibson and Ashby1 to

demonstrate the effect of relative density on the energy

absorption processes of various foams. It is useful in

allowing a designer to select a foam or lattice that minimises

the stress while the required energy is absorbed.

Three regions, A, B and C, are denoted in figure 7. Region

A corresponds to the initial elastic region of the non-graded

structures, and also includes the collapse of the first two low-

density layers of the graded structures. In this region only

a small amount of the total energy is absorbed. In region

B the non-graded structures enter their plastic plateaux,
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Table 5. Densification strains, εD, and energy absorbed per unit volume at densification, WVD
, for the BCC and BCCz lattice

structures.

BCC BCCz

z axis
loading

x axis
loading

graded

density
z axis

loading
x axis
loading

graded

density

εD (%) 53.46± 0.04 53.5± 0.4 63± 2 45.5± 0.8 55.8± 0.3 63.7± 0.4
WVD

(kJ/m3) 529± 6 570± 10 940± 50 640± 10 484± 5 1371± 9

Figure 7. Normalised energy absorption of BCC and BCCz

graded and non-graded lattices.

and so exhibit a drastic increase in absorbed energy with

very little increase in stress. In the same region, the graded

structures absorb energy at a lower rate, whilst continuing to

experience periodic weakening due to the collapse of their

cellular layers. Finally, in region C the non-graded structures

enter the densification regime; this is evident in the turning

point and subsequent rapid increase in stress. In comparison,

the graded structures do not exhibit sharp turning points,

but rather enter the densification regime more gradually,

continuing to absorb energy at roughly the same rate as

throughout their deformation.

Conclusions

An investigation was conducted into the deformation pro-

cesses and mechanical performance of several functionally

graded and non-graded lattice structures. The examined

lattice types were the BCC and BCCz , the latter of which

had additional reinforcing struts in one direction. Comparing

their mechanical properties revealed that BCCz lattices pos-

sess significant mechanical anisotropy, being weaker when

loaded perpendicularly to their reinforcing struts, while BCC

lattices are more isotropic. On the other hand, BCCz lattices

loaded in their reinforced direction have superior modulus

and plateau strength compared to BCC. Both non-graded

lattice types exhibited stress-strain behaviour conventionally

associated with repeating cellular solids such as foams, fea-

turing long plateaux followed by densification. The energy

absorbed by non-graded structures prior to densification

increased linearly with compressive strain.

In contrast to the uniformly dense structures, functionally

graded lattices showed distinctive stress-strain behaviour in

which the structures were periodically weakened as their

cellular layers collapsed in sequence, from the low density

layers at the tops of the structures to the high density

layers at their bases. This observation is in agreement

with a previous report24 and highlights how the lattice

material distribution, even for structures of equivalent

average density, can significantly affect the deformation

behaviour. In another deviation from the performance of

uniform density structures, the graded structures absorbed

energy proportionally to εlatt.
3. Their total energy absorption

prior to the densification of their last layers was significantly

higher than that of the non-graded structures.

The presentation in this paper of several Gibson-Ashby

prefactors (C1, C5 and α of equation 1) for two types of

lattice structure is a major contribution to the field of cellular

solids research. These values facilitate the informed design

of lattice structures for load bearing and energy absorption

applications, and allow the development of constitutive

models for an advanced MTO approach to lattice structure

design. This research also demonstrates the potential for

optimised functionally graded lattices to be manufactured

by AM. The results indicate how functionally graded AM

lattices can be used to engineer a progressive response to an

applied dynamic or static load by controlling the stiffness

and energy absorption as a function of deformation. These

structures may therefore be of great benefit in applications

demanding the controlled absorption of impact energy,

for example in personal protection equipment where the

maximum deceleration of a body must be minimised to

prevent harm.
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